
Already selected by radios/playlists in Mexico, UK, 
France, Brazil, Switzerland, USA, Italy…  

Some early feedback: 
Always Right: «  The analogue synth led production 
style is atmospheric and reminded me of some of my 
favourite early 00s artists (Miss Kittin for example). 
The vocal has an assertive quality which is distinctive. 
Fans of art pop would like it. — BlackPlastic (UK) 
A well produced electronica song. It reminds me a 
little of Kylie Minogue. — Van Richter Records (USA) 
The song sounds super creative. Lot of potential here! 
Really original. — Hot Monkey Music (Argentina) 
Amazing Track. — Sword Radio (UK) 
Very emotional and empowering. The delivery and 
lyrics were a nice touch. A good song with a lot of 
potential. Good Stuff! — 1Face Music (USA) 
Excellent your title bravo! — Radio Saint-Dié (France) 

Well produced, we like the structure with this very 
cool intro. — Pentarosa Music (France) 
A very interesting, well produced and cool song.  
— Vitrola Play (Brazil) 
Vocals are nice and have a quite significant sound, 
harmonizing very well with the beat and melody. I 
enjoyed the strong and expressive vibe that's super 
remarkable and unique compared to what's 
currently out. — AirwaveMusicTV (Germany) 
An interesting fusion of electronica and pop.  
— Alfitude (UK) 
Really solid production and mixing.  
— Progressive, Deep, Melodic (UK) 
Bravo for your splendid 'Always Right’, a title tinged 
with pop, retro wave and Bjork. I am totally under 
the spell! Production is excellent! While proposing hot 
synths, the drums lead the dance with a rhythm more 
original than dance pop and a perfectly mastered 

structure. An absolutely brilliant vocal expression! 
The intention is hyper strong and personal with lyrics 
tinged with irony. — P Studio (France) 
Intergalactic Hit: « a really crazy song, full of strong 
emotions and crazy sound dynamics in addition to a 
voice that makes the song unique , congratulations! — 
Independent Radio (Italy) 
Like an old voice but taken to the future, like a time 
traveling voice. This is one of those songs that seems 
like a drug, the second time you can't stop listening 
to it! — RockAndSex (Colombia) 
Basic: «  the "retro" facet in the sounds is immediate, 
and slowly fades away to leave room for a hell of a 
sound personality! It's super efficient, but without 
ever falling into the easy way. The work on the 
sounds is excellent, the vocals perfectly brought. It is 
excellent, bravo! — HomeCooking Share (France) 

 

House of Zina — 14 new titles and remixes 
For this second album we keep our electronica style, with a house vibe.  
It starts with 5 new songs and goes one with 9 remixes of our own titles. This 
album is a step up for us into the night world. We're exploring music femininity, 
freedom, acceptance and a strong desire to let go of daily pressure. We also 
don’t take it too seriously. We just hope to make you dance and laugh.  

Dame Zina 
We are a daughter/father French duo, Dame Zina writes and sings, Y composes, 
plays, writes and produces. If you like electro, rock, poetry, nature, love and 
dreams, and some fun, our music is for you! We write on what matters to us: 
feminism, freedom and emotions. We released our first electro-rock album after 4 
singles and music videos in 2020, continued with a wave of pop, rock and electronica singles and EPs releases in 2022, and 
this 2nd album is definitely electronica/art pop/synth pop and house. And, as we love remixes, we give all the stems for our 
songs free to download (remix.damezina.com). And more new songs and remixes will come in 2023… 
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House of Zina  
Album Release date 

 23 march 23 
Listen: on.soundcloud.com/XfNpp  

1st Video: damezina.com/always-right 
Downloads: damezina.com/promo/ 

Distribution: Horus Music
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